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Australia wide

Australia (28.04.2020, 0300 pm)

6,731 Total cases confirmed
      84 Deaths confirmed

• QLD 1033, NSW 3,009, ACT 106, NT 27, 
   SA 438, TAS 217, VIC 1,381, WA 550.
• No new cases reported in, Queendland,
   NT,  South Australia.
• New South Wales will relax its coronavirus shutdown 
   this week to allow people to see their friends. From 
   Friday, groups of two adults — and their children if 
   they have any — will be able to visit other households 
   for social gatherings.
• Four new coronavirus cases confirmed in Tasmania.
   Three of the cases are healthcare workers in the 
   state’s north-west.

Latest updates: 

QLD COVID-19 update (28.04.2020, 0300 pm)

World Situation

The true figure is expected to be far higher due to the lack of 
widespread testing in many countries.
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Italy

Prime Minister Giuseppe 
Conte said the government 

was taking a “calculated 
risk” in allowing 4.5 million 
people return to work as of 

next Monday, and could not 
afford bolder action like 

reopening schools. 
A relaxation of stay-at-home 

rules is also on the agenda 
for May 4th. Italy has over 

200,000 cases.
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• In Queensland about 100,000 COVID-19 tests performed as state warned not to  
   cause a second wave of infections. 2,377 tests undertaken in the previous 24 hours.

• Early tests of a potential COVID-19 vaccine have shown     
promising results against the deadly virus, Queensland 
researchers say. The University of Queensland’s 
COVID-19 vaccine has shown in pre-clinical tests it can 
raise high levels of antibodies that can neutralise the 
virus. The university’s project co-leader Professor Paul 
Young said the results were an excellent indication the 
vaccine worked as expected. 
The final results from pre-clinical tests are hoped to be 
in by early June before clinical trials can start.


